E-Books in the Evergreen Catalog

Helping your patrons find the ebooks they need.
Coming Soon!

To an Evergreen Catalog near you.

Are you ready to answer patron questions about ebooks listed in the catalog?

You know they will ask.
Searching the catalog with ebooks.
Let’s look for Carrie, by Stephen King.
Choose the E Audio version

Electronic resources

- [Indiana Digital Consortium](#): click here for access
- [Indiana Digital Download Center](#): click here for access
- [Indiana Digital Media Consortium](#): click here for access

Place Hold
Add to my list
Print / Email
Is your library part of the eIndiana Overdrive Consortium?
Are you Indiana Digital Download?
Or Indiana Digital Media?
• This title is available to any of the three e-book consortia currently used by Evergreen Indiana Libraries.

• Let’s look for another title. . .
Harry Turtledove is my son’s favorite author, so what about one of his books?
E-Audio and e-books are available!
First, the audio books
eIndiana Digital Consortium patrons can listen to this title.
This title is not available to Indiana Digital Download patrons!
Indiana Digital Media patrons can check it out and listen!
But what if I want to read it on my device?
eIndiana has the e-book.
Indiana Digital Download has several versions: Kindle, Overdrive Read and EPUB.
Indiana Digital Media also has the ebook available.
Let’s check one more book.
This title is available as a book, large print or ebook.
We’ll check the ebook listing
eIndiana Digital Consortium’s copies are all checked out. The patron may place a hold.
Indiana Digital Download has a waiting list.
Indiana Digital Media has an available copy.
Use the Search Filters to search for only print titles or only e-book or e-audio titles.
Titles available but NOT in Evergreen Catalog

• Magazines available on Overdrive are NOT listed.
• Items with limited circulations will NOT be listed.
• If a title is listed, but not available to your consortium, there will be RECOMMEND button on the consortium website.